StylePro

Hair dryers

Hair straightening brush

Hair straighteners

Curling tongs

Touch sensor! Maximum energy saving and user
comfort! The hair dryer switches on and off
automatically thanks to the innovative touch sensor.

One single product to brush your hair and add shine!
Straight hair with just a single brushstroke. Ceramic
coating - for the protection of your hair.

Tourmaline crystals release natural ions and give your
hair a silky shine Dry, dull hair is now a thing of the past.

Simple Curl! Fast, effortless curls! Huge time savings:
The hair is gently passed through the curler and is fast
and easily curled.
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Ionic detangling brush

Multi-functional stylers

The sophisticated ion technology neutralises the hair
with a flow of naturally charged ions to prevent the
build-up of static charge.

Perfectly styled hair at all times! Selectable ion
function for sleek and shiny hair. Easily and gently
untangles your hair.

Look after your hair, create your dream look and feel
great! The new StylePro HairCare range from Beurer
allows you to create a hairstyle to suit any occasion,
from smooth, silky and naturally wavy to glamorous
evening looks.
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With the curling tongs you can form spiral curls.
The 360° swivel joint at the power cable ensures a
flexible handling.

Always ready for your perfect style
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Hot air brushes

Magic!
triple ionic

A particular highlight

Your dream hairstyle made easy!

Nothing is impossible!

The Triple ionic function allows the ions to be controlled
in three stages for personalised use with every hair
type! Regardless of whether your hair is frizzy, smooth,
thin or thick – the ion technology will create a sleek and
shiny look!

Thanks to the individual styling provided by the Triple
ionic function, each hair structure is given a silky
shine.

The innovative professional technology for use at
home: selectable 3-stage ion function.

Easy!
Sensor
touch
HC 60 Hair dryer
Maximum user comfort and
energy saving!

Triple ionic function for
individual styling and
shiny hair

3x

Triple ionic
Function
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